
 

Europe style for Roll Forming Machine s Glazed Tile Forming
Machine Roof Tile Making Machine

We've been commitment to offer the competitive rate ,outstanding merchandise good quality, too as
fast delivery for Europe style for Roll Forming Machine s Glazed Tile Forming Machine Roof Tile
Making Machine, To significantly improve our service quality, our company imports a large number of
foreign advanced devices. Welcome clients from home and abroad to call and inquire!
We've been commitment to offer the competitive rate ,outstanding merchandise good quality, too as
fast delivery for Glazed Tile Forming Machine Roof Tile Making Machine, Roll Forming Machine s Roof
Tile Making Machine, Roof Tile Making Machine, Facing fierce global market competition, we have
launched the brand building strategy and updated the spirit of "human-oriented and faithful service",
with an aim to gain global recognition and sustainable development.
Metal Roof Sheet Tile Making Machine Glazed Tile Forming parameters

1 Main motor power 4kW, 3 phase or as your requests
2 Hydraulic motor power 3kW
3 Hydraulic pressure 10-12MPa
4 Voltage 380V/ 3 phase/ 50 Hz (or as your requirements)
5 Control system PLC delta inverter
6 Main frame 300/350 mm H-beam
7 Backboard thickness 16 mm
8 Chain size 1 Inch
9 Feeding material color steel coils

10 Feeding thickness 0.3-0.8 mm
11 Productivity 0-15/ min
12 Roll station 13 roll steps (according to different design)
13 Roller diameter 70 mm (depends on different design)
14 Roller material 45# steel
15 Cutter material Cr12
16 Cr-plating size 0.05 mm

Tile drawing of Metal Roof Sheet Tile Making Machine Glazed Tile Forming

Machine details
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Advantages of our roll forming machines

1, Our machine can use galvanized steel, color steel plate or aluminum plate as material board.

2, Using computer control, PLC display. Therefore the machine is easy to operate, stable and reliable
operation, durable, maintenance-free.

3. We can manufacture and design various roll forming machines according to customer
requirements.

Packaging details of Metal Roof Sheet Tile Making Machine Glazed Tile Forming:

1. The main roll forming machine package by Plastic film;

2. Tighten to the container with steel wire rope and welded machine with the container by angle iron;

3. PLC control system and motor pump are packed in a box with waterproof paper coverage;

4. We have a professional loading technician to ensure that the goods are loaded into the container
without any damage.

FAQ:

Q:How is this machine's service life?

A:In the normal maintenance, the service life at least 8 years.
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Q:Can you be responsible for transport?

A:Yes, please tell me the destination port or address. We have rich experience in transport.

Q:can you make the machine according to my design or prototype?

A: Yes. We have an experienced team for working out the most suitable design and production plan
for the machine that you are going to book with us.

Product link：https://www.toprollformingmachine.com/?p=180487
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